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After the First World War art exhibitions became an important factor in promoting one’s own
country abroad, as well as in building and maintaining political and cultural relations between
nations. Finland had gained independence in 1917 and began to establish bilateral relations
with other states, as well as fostering cultural links, which included exhibition exchange.
From 1916 onwards the Finnish Art Society and its board, the Fine Arts Academy
of Finland – the predecessor of the present Finnish National Gallery and owner of the
country’s main art collection – had a principle of not lending artworks by deceased artists
to exhibitions abroad. This attitude was partly due to the problems experienced when it had
loaned artworks to the Venice Biennale and the Baltic exhibition in Sweden in 1914.
With the outbreak of the First World War the works remained abroad for many years. The
Academy did not, however, have a negative attitude towards arranging Finnish exhibitions abroad.
The Academy’s loans policy often made it difficult to arrange exhibitions abroad that
were representative of Finnish art. My paper discusses the role and meaning of this policy in
connection to the construction of the image of Finland by drawing on three large exhibitions
mounted abroad: in Moscow (1934), Germany (Berlin, Düsseldorf and Hamburg, 1935)
and Italy (Milan and Rome, 1937). The first two were organised by the Finnish Ministry for
Foreign Affairs as a result of official invitations. The Fine Arts Academy of Finland arranged the
exhibition in Milan as a result of a private initiative from Italy and then took the show to Rome
with the co-operation of Italian officials.
The exhibitions in Moscow and Germany consisted mostly of artworks owned by the
participating artists and private collectors. While strictly speaking the Academy had decided not
to loan any works by deceased artists to either exhibition, it still had to give two such artworks
to both of these countries by order of the Ministry of Education since those works were actually
owned by the state and were thus only deposited in the collection. However, the Academy made
an exception to its policy regarding the show in Italy, and sent a large art collection there.
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In my paper I explore other possible motives for these decisions besides the loans
policy. I study the exhibitions in a political and national context and show that although there
was broad agreement on the importance of showing Finnish art abroad, the decisions could
have been motivated by different kinds of political factors: art politics and power struggles
within the art field, domestic politics, political (anti-Communist) opinions, and foreign policy.
In these official, exported art exhibitions the material objects – the artworks – were
re-contextualised and shifted into a national and political sphere. Thus they accrued other
values and attributes besides their artistic ones. They could be used as tools for executing
different kinds of political agendas and interpreted as manifestations of a nation. They became
representatives of Finnishness as the young nation-state promoted itself abroad.

